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“Immortal”
Kathleen D. Patterson

There is more to me than people think...I am not only human...
I am an idea.

My idea is trust those that you can’t trust.
My idea is care for those that you fear.
My idea is live for one another instead of for personal gain.
My idea is give with your heart without expecting something in return.

A person may die...but an idea lasts for an eternity.

That fact alone makes me immortal, that fact alone gives me 
meaning...and a meaning is all I need.

“Typewriters”
Denise Landon

Tap Tap Tap 
Flow the sounds from next door
Slow fingers pounding out 
Red thoughts embodied in black ink. 
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“Ignorance Is Not Bliss”
Rhonda Brown
First Prize Poetry Winner

Hard labor, early birth
Split belly, too many drugs
A baby born, a mother dies
The word keeps moving with blinded eyes….
And a little girl cries.

Dirty clothes, unkempt hair
Unmatched shoes, a one-eyed doll
A hurried dad, a haggard stepmom
The world keeps moving with blinded eyes…
And a little girl cries.

Hurtful names, mocking faces
Hushed whispers, accusing stares
A busy teacher, an absent dad
The world keeps moving with blinded eyes…
And a little girl cries.

Stolen kisses, whispered love
Quick promises, a passionate hug
An unscrupulous man, a crushed rose
The world keeps moving with blinded eyes…
And a little girl cries.

Hard labor, early birth
Split belly, a girl herself
A baby born, a mother dies
The world keeps moving……..
And a little girl dies……
And a little girl cries.
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“Foxglove”
Madelyn Warrenfells

At the earliest age of recollection
I associate my name with yours.
You retain a vast knowledge of things,
A genetic trait you gifted to my father.
You know each bird, flower, and tree by name.
Your respect of nature ingrained in me since childhood.

One summer you introduced me to a flower.
Her purple petals stood proudly on a wooded trail.
I delighted in her name: Foxglove.
I hold that memory like a photo in my mind.
This is but one of many in my mind’s album,
From a summer when you began to share your soul with me.

Over the years you shared your views
About women’s rights, preserving nature,
The importance of education, just to name a few.
You never lost your interest in my life
Always asking for details about my work,
As though I took part in a fascinating career.

To my daughter I have tried to pass on the things from you I 
learned.
Her memories of you are few, but I try to infuse them with my 
stories.
I speak of you often, passing on my treasured memories.
I’ve always felt a rich connection between your soul and mine,
The likes of which I’ve not otherwise shared.

Every time I see your Foxglove
My mind will go back in time.
To see a child and grandma
Eagerly bent over her exquisite blooms,
Laughing of her name and marveling at her beauty.

Goodbye, my Grandma.  Rest peacefully.



“Mystic Dragons”
Robert Stinson, Jr.

Roamers of the land
Rulers of the skies
Masculine, yet angelic wings
With fiery, ember glossed eyes
They stand as giants to the small
And prove to all that they are bold
They reigned superior
Until those dreaded stories were told
How they are monsters and hideous creatures
And should be feared by all
Do not dare rejoice
When they roar that monstrous call
And still we do not know
The true potential of the dragon
We run, we fight, we hate!
All with a passion
Except for the dreamers…the believers
Those who are so brave
Who yelp, scream, and cry
When their dragons are slain
Valliant children would you please
Stand and fight with me?
For that in which is right,
For that in which you believe.
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“Reality”
Ruby Jones

Death, departure, walk away, walk out
Should I or should I not pout

Family and friends
Lovers and one-night stands

I have loved, lost and lived
How do I trust, how do I love again

I should move on, it’s all in my past
But my pain remains, continues and lasts

This pain lingers in my heart, mind and soul
Damn it-why is this world so cold 

How can I have faith in God and family
When people I love are taken from me
 
Where can I find true and loyal friends
I’m sick of the lies, fights and revenge

Hurt continuously, hurt at a young age
How do I love again with all of my rage

How do I get past all of this, show me a sign
So I can leave my sadness, pain and crying behind

5



“You’re the One”
Dianne McConnell

You are Superman.
You are all Powerful.
Yours are the hands 
that mold your future.

Those around you will smile
because you smile.
Battles will be won
because you fought them.

Children are born 
as you conceive them.
Goals will be reached 
because you believe in them.

Take this powerful seed 
And use it wisely, my son,
For Yours are the hands 
that mold your future.
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“Silverfish” 
Katie Ross

Silverfish dancing on the floor of the tub
Remind me of childhood and 
Dolls with matted hair and no underwear
Better I guess than having no clothes at all
Like the silverfish dancing across the kitchen tile
Chasing something that looks an awful lot like you
With a tie on and blue jeans and caught in between
Some dream and reality and smiling at me
Like you always do and laughing at the sight 
Of the silverfish dancing on the ceiling 
Who are remembering that they have somewhere to go
Some late meeting with dust bunnies and cockroaches
And with dolls with matted hair and no underwear
Better I guess than having no clothes at all
Like the cat that sits curled under the dining room table
Smiling at no one in particular and having intimate conversations
With the silverfish as they dance through the room
Going unnoticed by everyone but me and you
As we laugh about yesterday and dread tomorrow
When it’ll be too late and too appalling to smile
Over the dancing silverfish with their silverfish tails and silverfish 
whiskers
Looking for that perfect silverfish dream as they go about their days
Stuck in between a dream and reality of you and me
Dancing on the ceiling with the silverfish
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“There Will Come A Day”
Lynn Finney

There will come a day
When I sit here all alone,
The sounds of your bickering
Will no longer fill our home.
I won’t see your clothes and toys
Lying on the floor
Or hear you call out to me
As you come through the door.
I’ll no longer see your hand prints
Covering the walls
Or hear the telephone ringing
With your friends trying to call.
The laundry won’t be piled up
And keep me busy all day
I won’t look out the window
And see you all at play.
I’ll no longer see the toothpaste
Squeezed from the middle
Oh, how I’ll miss you all being little.
There won’t be any kisses or hugs
Each night before bed
Or sounds of your good-nights
Echoing in my head.
Going grocery shopping
Will really become a bore
With all of you gone
Who will ask for more?
The school won’t call
With a headache or the flu
And no constant reminders
Of the projects you have due.
I will always cherish the day
I gave life to each of you
And no matter where you go
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Or what you choose to do
I hope you’ll remember
I’m always here for you.
Each of you are special
In your own unique way
You’ve all given me joy
Beyond compare each day.
Memories I’ll carry
All my life through
Even after I have to let go
Of each one of you.
And as you each venture
To the world out beyond
I hope you’ll take with you
The lessons taught by mom.
There will come a day
When I sit here all alone
God, how I’ll miss you all
Filling up our home

“The Odd One”
Mallory Lee

She walks tall
Head held high
She sits alone
She smiles with a gentle glitter in her eye
Never a streak of the evil mind

She will help you when needed
Even if just something small

You always return the pencil to her
You always open the door for her
You always let her have the piece of gum

She is
The odd one



“Two Weeks Notice”
Casey Smith
Third Prize Poetry Winner

A cool and windy Friday evening, after driving—correction— speeding,
Just to make it—barely make it— through that dismal door,
When I heard the instant griping, much to my intense disliking,
About the mess that’d not been hiding, lying blatant on the floor.
“This place is a total wreck,” she’d scribbled on our big white board—
    “Clean the café!” and much more.

Such a boss, a glorious boss, the title was not hers,
More like an angry dictating tyrant, “Inspector of all Floors.”
Bottling frustration, I dug down deep and begrudgingly began to sweep
With the broom I’d much rather used as a fine weapon of war.
    I simply had to get out of the store.

Each café member felt the same— some showed anger, some disdain,
But a common factor between us four, we’d worked hard to flaw the floor.
We’d ground and brewed, served the rude, and maybe had a spill or two,
But closed behind her office door, she knew nothing of this chore— 
    Only floors and nothing more.

I admit my laughable leader had finalized my urge to leave her
Scrambling for another member to hastily learn a café’s lore.
No ounce of pity or smidge of shame, I wrote a note and signed my name,
Went to her office and through her door to leave my note on her board— 
    “I’ll only work two weeks more.”

The caffeine craving customers came; I took their orders and got their names,
and topped their drinks with whipped cream art they seemed to crave and adore
In which they brought to their lips, smelled, blew, slurped, and sipped.
All of which I just ignored while dreaming of a tropical shore— 
    Telling myself, “Two weeks more.”

The skimpy tips I will not miss, nor the sound of steamed milk’s hiss, 
Nor coffee’s smell stuck on my skin, so disgusting that smell has been. 
I can’t wait ‘til work‘s a memory and coffee’s appeal returns to me, 
For in its vicinity it’s a chore to be around and simply endure 
    Approximately two weeks more. 

At two week’s end, you’ll find me fleeing, skipping, smiling, happily singing, 
As I burst through freedom’s door to return here nevermore.
The only downside to freedom’s bliss, is the paycheck that I’ll miss
Satisfying my hungry account with an amount I’ve come to adore— 
    Money gone in two weeks more.
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“Love’s Cavern”
Tracy Wilson

Blackest darkness falls, 
  On embers that no longer burn.
Blinded eyes search,
  For the light of the soul.
Rigid ears alert,
  For the message of comfort.
Unseen hands grope,
  For a crevice of strength.
Bitter tears mourn,
  For the pain of the lost.
Weakened arms encircle,
  For a shred of warmth.

Could night be so harsh,
  Or a catacomb so callous?
Could day be so desolate,
  Or a fire so fickle?

No, nature has never been so cruel
  As to abandon the shivering
  Or to forsake the faithful.
For it is not day nor moon
  Nor warmth that has fled.
It is lost love that echoes through the cavern.
For he is gone.
From my life.
From my heart.
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“Incredible Standards”
Mary T. Edmondson 

I wouldn’t let you be
That knight in shining armor, 
That medieval knight.
Sir Lancelot to my Genevieve.
I wouldn’t let you be that Shakespearean man
Romeo to my Juliet.
I know that now.

I know that now.
Even though you tried
(and you really tried).
I couldn’t see you in the armor.
I couldn’t see you 
Coming to my rescue,
Sweeping me off my feet.
You didn’t know the language,
I didn’t think you understood.

Because now I know that
Your armor was hidden,
Your language was simplified,
Yet just as eloquent.
I know that now
Because you sat quietly by
My hospital bed wearing
a black sweater
and doing
a crossword puzzle: for days.
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“The Woman in the Other Stall”
Amy Walker
Second Prize Poetry Winner

She has on heels
I have on flats
The jeans I’m wearing are skinny
Her pants look like they could be slacks
Many of the contents in our purse may be the same
But like me, the woman in the other stall has no name
Neither of us knows what one another does for a living
But when we’re afraid we share that same feeling

Like me, she’s suffered heartache
Like me, she’s suffered pain
And also like me, at least once in her life time she’s been 
caught in some sort of storm or rain

No matter her age difference, size, skin color, 
religious back ground creed, 
The woman in the other stall is a woman just like me…

The only difference is, she has tissue….



“Sleep”
Mary Wood

 Once upon a starry night, from slumber’s pure snuggle I awake to echoes of 
a beeping, beeping pest
A modern day rooster
Gone, my wondrous peaceful, peaceful sleep
“Just one more angelic moment,” I request 
    Hush, world- let me rest!

 Thus also during the lazy summer I was startled from my sweet slumber
When the march of a lawnmower trampled on my head
Drowsily, I sat up in my bed
“Cannot even the grass nap?” I suggest
“Can you come back later in the noon?” I suggest
    Hush, world-let me rest!

 No rest again, this time at midnight
I studied on; making an A was my goal
With eyes shutting and head nodding, I read on, obsessed.
Book slipping, as I sailed into sleep
Then a piercing ring made my soul weep
Bossy rings grew louder and louder, making me distressed
Gone is my dream back to earth in an instant, and out of my comfy nest
    Hush, world-let me rest
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“Watermark”
Holly Quinn
Watercolor

First Prize Art Winner
15
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“Darkness”
Brittanie Sewell

Charcoal
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“Hyacinths”
Nicki Abbott

Acrylic



“Breakfast at Day Break”
Judy Crews

Acrylic on Canvas
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“My Nephew and I”
Paige Lamprise

Pencil
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“Blue Sky”
Dianne McConnell

Digital Photography
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“End of the Road”
Kyle Taylor

Digital Photography
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“Southern Snow”
Karen Freeman

Digital Photography
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“Pillars of Cater”
Joshua D. Madaris

Digital Photography
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“Editing a Paper”
Debbie Price

Digital Photography
Second Prize Art Winner
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 “Why I Chose the Field of Cosmetology”
Alleyson N. Alleyne

Why do I want to be a cosmetologist? Well, it’s because of my 
mother. Growing up, I always watched my mother roll her hair, 
polish her finger nails, and put on her make-up. I was always 
intrigued by the shades of browns, pinks, and blacks that she would 
use, and how all of those totally different colors would blend so 
beautifully together. I would sit on the edge of my mother’s bed 
and just watch her.  When she wasn’t home, I would sneak into her 
room and put her rollers in my hair and her golden brown lipstick 
on my lips. I would prance around her room like I was a beauty 
queen; I felt beautiful.  It was then that I knew I wanted to be a 
cosmetologist.  I would ask my mother why she needed to put on 
make-up and do her hair all of the time; she would respond, 
“Because baby, it makes me feel like I can conquer the world. It just 
makes mommy feel better. One day when you get older you will 
understand.” She was truly right! There is just something about 
when I do my hair and put on different shades of eye shadow and 
lipstick that make me feel like I can conquer the world. 

In 2003, my mother was diagnosed with glaucoma and renal 
failure; she also suffered a stroke. Her vision became impaired, she 
became legally blind, and she could no longer speak to me. That 
chain of events took a toll on me and my mother. She could no 
longer sit in front of her mirror and curl her hair, apply her make-
up, and paint her nails. It was up to me to do so. I had to learn 
how to wash and style her hair, apply her make-up, and paint her 
fingernails and toenails. It saddened me to see that she could no 
longer do these things for herself. It was almost like she was a dif-
ferent person. Although, I would do these things for her, I know she 
wished she still had the ability to do them herself. I told my mother 
every day that she was beautiful and that she looked like she could 
conquer the world. I did my best to empower my mother, and 
seeing her smile empowered me.
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After she passed away, I made a vow that I would impact someone’s 
life by making her feel beautiful and like she could conquer the 
world. My dream to become a cosmetologist turned into a dream 
to empower women with illnesses. I want to use my cosmetology 
skills to make wigs for women with cancer, people with hair loss 
disorders, and other ailments. I want to apply make-up and paint 
the fingernails and toenails of women who aren’t able to apply it 
themselves or don’t feel beautiful enough to do so. I want to make 
people feel whole again. I would like every person’s life that I touch 
to become blessed, and I strongly believe that I can do this by 
becoming a cosmetologist. 

“Love and Football”
Ben Wood

“Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has ge-
nius, power and magic in it.”
    - Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

For as long as I can remember, I have been obsessed with football.  
As a youngster, I would eagerly await the change in sports seasons 
in the same way that wide-eyed toddlers look forward to harvesting 
their haul of presents on Christmas morning.  Baseball and basket-
ball would occasionally compete for my affection, but football has 
always held a special place in my heart. 

I had never heard of Goethe when I first began my love affair with 
football in 1980, and even if I had, his famous quote was beyond 
my level of understanding.  However, at nine years of age, I first 
witnessed the genius, felt the power, and was mesmerized by the 
magic of football.  I convinced myself that I would play football for 
a living, just as my heroes did on Sunday afternoons in the fall.  A 
game intended for the brave and bold, football is not for the faint of 
heart.  

August of each year brought sweltering temperatures, the end 
of summer vacation, and the arrival of the most important of       
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Southern rituals: pre-season football practice.  Issuance of equip-
ment signaled the unofficial start of football season, and this event 
took place at the recreation department gym.  The term “Attention 
Deficit Disorder” was coined in 1980, and the scene at the gym that 
day was a child psychologist’s dream.  Asking 200 nine- and ten- 
year-old kids to stand in a straight line for any length of time is an 
exercise in futility; the closed confines and suffocating heat of the 
gym only exacerbated the problem.  I eagerly anticipated my turn 
to be fitted for my battle armor as the line slowly crawled forward.  
Like the shields and helmets of the ancient Spartans, our football 
equipment was expected to keep us from harm’s way and allow us 
to crash into each other with reckless abandon.     
  
The coach issued me a hard plastic helmet with foam rubber pad-
ding and snaps in earpieces that would attempt to take my ears 
with them when I removed the helmet, hard plastic shoulder pads, 
and stretch polyester pants with sewn-in pockets to accommodate 
the vast assortment of foam padding intended to protect our hips, 
thighs, knees, and tailbone.  The exercise of putting on this football 
equipment for the first time looked like a ballet recital for six-year-
olds. 
 
Due to a shortage of football practice fields in Carrollton, Georgia, 
in 1980, our practices took place at a field that adjoined a nearby 
housing project.  The field was a rocky, hard-baked expanse in 
which dirt and rocks outnumbered grass at least two to one, and six 
practicing teams crowded the small one-acre tract.  Practice began 
with a series of calisthenics and stretching, followed by a brisk lap 
around the practice field.  Sufficiently warmed up, we assembled to 
receive further instruction from the coaches. 

Our coaches were two Carrollton police officers named Tony 
Johnson and Jack West. Due to their imposing size and booming 
voices, both were larger-than-life figures in the eyes of this soon-
to-be football prodigy.  My favorite professional football players of 
the day were Ken “The Snake” Stabler, who played for the Oakland 
Raiders, and Steve Bartkowski, who played for my favorite team: 
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the Atlanta Falcons.  Both players were quarterbacks, and my ambi-
tion was to play that position.  As our first practice began, Coach 
Johnson began pointing and barking instructions: “Quarterbacks 
go over there.  Running backs and wide receivers go here.”  And 
finally, “Linemen, go with Coach West.” 

I jogged toward the quarterback group, but before I could reach the 
assemblage of aspiring quarterbacks, Coach Johnson, who like all 
football coaches had a way of matching up the most obvious skills 
with the most desirable positions, took appraisal of my chubby 
frame and determined that I would play left tackle instead of quar-
terback.  He pulled me to the side and said, “Wood, you ain’t no 
quarterback; you’re a lineman!  Go with Coach West.” 

Disappointed initially, I quickly embraced my newly assigned posi-
tion, for I heartily enjoyed the violence and hand-to-hand combat 
that took place following each snap of the ball.  An effective offen-
sive lineman must have discipline and aggression in equal mea-
sure.  In “the trenches,” each play is a fight complete with grabbing, 
shoving, punching, and assorted acts of vileness, most of which 
take place at the bottom of piles.  An offensive lineman’s mission is 
simple: physically dominate your opponent.  I was an offensive line-
man, and I loved every minute of it!  I played that position through 
the end of my high school career with little fanfare.  Though skilled 
in playing the position, I lacked the size to further my childhood 
dreams of playing professional football.  Genetics limited my height 
to 5’8”, and there was no market for short, 175-pound offensive 
linemen in college or professional football.

When I watch football now, my emotions run the gamut from ex-
hilaration to despair.  I cheer each triumph and jeer at every ques-
tionable call.  When my teams win, my mood is cheerful.  When 
they lose, I am in a foul mood for days.  Some call this a character 
flaw; I call it being a dedicated fan.  In my heart, football has always 
held a special place, a lofty place that is rivaled only by Jesus and 
my children.  My first wife was not a football fan.  Teetering on 
divorce five years after our nuptials, she issued an ultimatum: “You 
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have a choice to make: it’s either me or football.”  Thirteen years 
have since passed; I don’t miss her.    

As evidenced above, my fanatic devotion to the game I love has led 
many to question my sanity.  Since the first day of practice on the 
rocky fields of Griffin Homes, football and I have been inseparable.  
The game of football promotes a sense of esprit de corps among 
those who love the sport, one that casual observers do not under-
stand.  Football is a teacher of life lessons.  It has been said that 
football is “life marked off in hundred-yard segments,” and I believe 
this to be true.  In a seemingly joyless and hopeless world, football 
is a bastion of happiness for millions of followers on Saturday and 
Sunday afternoons in the fall.  Football has always held a special 
place in my heart, and it always will.

“I’m Older Than Pantyhose”
Phyllis P. Powell
First Prize Prose Winner

The 70s were my “pubular” years.  Pantyhose were not on the mar-
ket at that time.  I remember going to a party with rubber bands 
holding my stockings up because I hated garter belts.  Back then 
garter belts were about as sexy as a sling shot.  I am also older than 
self-stick sanitary napkins, so back then women had to wear sani-
tary belts.  No wonder women started burning their bras; they were 
going through strangulation with all the elastic!

We were not allowed to wear pants to school and our parents made 
us wear dresses to parties.  Within the next few years pant-suits 
came out, which was a dress made out of the same material as the 
pants under it.  Our school dress code required dresses to be five 
inches above the knee, depending on your height; you may or may 
not be a “booty-call.”  Math was taught entirely differently back in 
the day too.
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The songs of the 50s and 60s had hidden sexual messages: they 
wouldn’t just come right out and say, “it’s getting hot in here, so 
take your clothes off ”; it would be  “splish, splash, I was taking a 
bath - on a Saturday night.” Please!  My favorite lyrics were “Be 
my bouncy ball.” Yeah, you wish.  The 70s brought the Beatles and 
Elvis.  Our elders hated Elvis’ “gyrations.”  God forbid we saw some-
one actually move instead of staring at the cow lick on top of their 
heads while they sang.  The songs of the 70s were a little freer with 
terminology.  My uncle broke many a Beatles record thinking it was 
scratched and not playing right.

Our parents didn’t take any type of contraceptive medication to 
prevent births back then; they used us for “house and yard slaves” 
and then put us in cars without seatbelts and in backs of trucks.

We didn’t have zero-tolerance either…we had my third grade 
teacher.  My teacher could have been a female line-backer; she 
would one-handedly pick up a student, desk and all, and sling them 
to the back of the room.

In the 70s Dr. Benjamin Spock came out with a child rearing book. 
I especially loved the part about potty training. He said when a tod-
dler left his parents a “gift” in the toilet, parents should be careful 
and not flush it in the child’s sight as it may traumatize him or her. 
Of course my parents were too busy working to read books.

As you well know by now, I am older than cell phones and comput-
ers, but also the Rubik’s Cube, color television, permanent press 
clothing and post-it notes.  Sodas were treats to us, not our source 
of hydration.  

I know my parents had it a lot tougher than I did.  I didn’t have to 
carry firewood for 20 miles in the snow to keep the school warm 
like my parents did; however I did have to suffer without air-condi-
tioning.  I am not old as dirt, but I am old as pantyhose.
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“Hand-Shakers”
Christina Henggeler

I have a dislike for handshaking. It isn’t that I am anti-social. I love to 
meet new people. I just don’t like to shake hands. I am not sure where 
the other person had his or her hand moments ago. Once a guy was 
picking biscuit out of his teeth with his finger and then stuck his hand 
out for me to shake.  
 
I favor the “nod” as a greeting. The nod is user friendly and cootie free.  
 
In my attempts to bring the nod forward as the acceptable greeting 
when being introduced, I have met many setbacks. People who are 
confirmed hand-shakers get pissy if you don’t want to shake their 
hands. Sometimes the other person will go beyond holding his or her 
hand out to shake and will reach for my hand. To block that attempt I 
have tried holding onto a notebook so that I can give the impression 
that I would like to shake hands, but that I am just unable to because 
of this notebook I am holding. 

Another approach I use to avoid shaking hands is to hold my hands in 
front of me in an “I am unarmed and mean you no harm” stance and 
announce that I may have a cold coming on. I would think that with 
all of this swine flu in the news, an announcement of possible illness 
would slow down the hand-shakers, but it doesn’t seem to faze them. 
While grabbing my upheld hand, a guy told me that he had just gotten 
over a cold so he should be safe.  
 
I think I have found a sure-fire way to avoid shaking hands. I have 
numerous Band-Aids on my right hand. There is nothing seriously 
wrong with my hand. I was building a retaining wall this past week-
end and scraped my hand between two rocks. Our college is holding 
open registration this week, and I knew I would be in for a full day of 
hand-shaking so I covered the abrasions with Band-Aids to keep other 
people’s germs out of my scrapes. Imagine my surprise when no one 
shook my hand! 
 
That is right. Not one single attempt to shake my hand. Take note all 
you other anti hand-shakers. From now on a Band-Aid is my acces-
sory of choice. Band-Aid stock should go through the roof.
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“Miracle on South John Street”
John Ridley

Times were hard in this small Appalachian village in the mountains 
of South Carolina, only a fraction of a degree of latitude south of 
the North Carolina border, where more than likely a similar hard-
scrabble existence was endured by most. The house was small and 
in a condition that could best be described as being a ramshackle 
hut. A lone fireplace in one room, made of homemade bricks that 
were crumbling, fought a losing battle with the cold winds that 
were able to enter every crack of the rude walls and to pierce the 
walls, which were of a single board depth, most of which didn’t 
meet along their entire lengths.

I was perhaps five or six years of age, and my sister was perhaps a 
little more than a year my senior. Our parents had long since de-
parted for parts unknown, perhaps seeking greener pastures which 
are both elusive and illusive, or darn near impossible, to discover, 
much less to possess. The custodial grandparents, who were forced 
into this position of parenting the two small children, by default, 
took the responsibility since there was nowhere else for the chil-
dren to be left. The chief source of income for the family was the 
result of hard manual labor by the grandfather, a sporadic well 
which seemed to dry up on a regular basis, since the “rich” people 
that hired him also had their own personal financial battles. These 
“rich” people, rich only in our young eyes, were those that managed 
to hold a regular paying job, and their wealth was not measured as 
a cumulative storing of money and goods, but by the ability to pay 
their bills and to eat regularly.

This Christmas Eve was even more dismal than most, colder than 
most previous years, and the man of the house was laid up with 
‘rheumatism.’ This ailment was ostensibly acquired from the “trench 
warfare” in which he had engaged in the Argonne Forests of France 
during World War I. A small box sitting on a dusty shelf above the 
mantel and containing antiquated electrical Christmas lights, tinsel, 
and silvery aluminum icicles was opened by the grandmother. Our 
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childish eyes looked in wonderment upon this array of beauty, and 
we were somewhat inured to hard times but did not know that they 
were even rougher this particular year. There was no Christmas 
tree, but my grandmother took the only indoors plant that had 
endured the cold of winter (it was as cold inside as out in all the 
rooms except the “front room” as it was called), where the fireplace 
was located.

The plant was a thick fern of some sort, and was only about two feet 
in height, as I remember, a bit of information stored in one of the 
remote crevices of my mind. The fern was lovingly draped with a 
few colored lights, and festooned by recycled foil icicles that were 
used and somewhat wrinkled. A single tinsel strand with sparse 
furry protuberances, many of which had been lost through years 
of use, was wrapped around the plant where some of the stems 
protruded. When the sacrifice was made to use some electricity 
furnished from a single hanging cord from the ceiling of the room, 
the lights, most of which were still operable, seemingly brought 
the plant to life. The beauty of this plant equaled the glitz of Times 
Square with its candy canes and silver lanes aglow, in our young 
eyes. The display was situated in a window visible to those who ap-
proached the house from the south end of South John Street.

My sister and I were tucked into cold beds which we eventually 
warmed by our body heat under a thick quilt. We lay quietly, know-
ing it was Christmas Eve, but had come to the realization that there 
was no Santa Claus some years previously, due to several Christ-
mases that were bereft of any gifts or gustatory goodies. However, 
we still had some anticipation and some hope, perhaps engendered 
in part by the Christmas program, and the small bag of fruits and 
nuts we had received from the small church we attended. We were 
still awake when we heard a light tap at the back door of the house, 
and then heard muffled voices. Neither of us spoke, and we dared 
not move, for fear that our hopes would be dashed, but were none-
theless thrilled at the anticipation and expectation of something 
wonderful that was happening.
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Eventually our grandparents came to bed, and did not speak a word 
of the event that had just transpired. Soon sleep overtook us, and 
when we awoke in the chill dawn and heard the fireplace being 
lighted, we crawled from our beds. We could see the pleasure in the 
eyes of our surrogate parents, when we entered the room lighted 
only by the fledgling licks of flame rising from the wood in the fire-
place. But our eyes were drawn to two boxes, and we innately knew 
there was one for each of us. Inside the boxes were a couple of toys 
for each of us, and I remember that I received a yellow Coca Cola 
truck as well as a cap pistol and holster. I do not remember what my 
sister received, but we both had a bag of candies, which included 
the inevitable chocolate covered cherries, and fruits and nuts. And, 
a box of foodstuffs had been delivered to enable us to eat, at least 
for a few days. We never knew who our benefactor was to this day. 
So, for a brief time, no one could have convinced us that the for-
merly non-existent Santa Claus had not been created!

 
“My Prayers”
Linh Wight

To my wonderful family, who are the answers to my prayers:
Cris, Sabrina, and Alani.
Grandmother Phuoc Pham, who was not only the answer to my 
prayers, but has my prayers now, and my heart, as she always will. 
I love all of you, with all my heart and soul.

I love you all,
Granddaughter/Mom/L.W.

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to watch yourself 
stopping in a strange, lonely place? How would you react? Would 
you try to talk yourself into being brave? Would you close your 
eyes and dream that things would soon be better? Would you pray? 
When things are very bad, we sometimes turn out to be braver 
than we thought we could be. On the other hand, we might just fall 
apart.
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I was born and raised in Saigon, in the former South Vietnam. I 
remember war and its aftermath, and a childhood largely negated 
of healthcare, money, or food.  I was still a child when my mother 
abandoned me. I was rescued by my grandmother, and she did 
the best she could to raise a young girl in a Vietnamese culture 
where girls were considered second-class citizens and where people 
routinely believed that education was reserved for those who were 
males, rich, and well-connected. At the time, communists greatly 
disliked merchants. Although I was too young to know all the hor-
rific details, my friends and I were aware that people were hungry 
and being tortured. We admired greatly those who, despite the pain 
and the threats of prison and sometimes death, refused to give away 
any secrets. They are the people with strong minds and sprits which 
gave them the courage to resist. One thing I tried as a child during 
this time was to learn by heart many prayers and songs. I believed 
that improving my brainpower would give me strength to keep 
silent if the communists ever tortured me.  Luckily, I never had to 
put this belief to the test. I was used as a living faith messenger, and 
I did not find out about all of this for a long time afterwards. A state 
official took my father to prison, and my grandmother and I really 
had no way of making a living. So, we finally decided our only hope 
was to flee the country.

I came to America just like many other refugees in 1992 with no 
job, no money, and barely able to speak English. I had no idea of 
what my future held. Silently, I shook with fear as I faced a new 
land, a new culture, and a strange language. Back then, the only 
thing I wanted to do was to find work and make a living. Education 
was not an option for someone like me at that time because I was 
used to growing up in a culture that offered fleeting freedom and 
no real opportunity to obtain an education. The door to schooling 
was closed to those living in poverty and destitution in my native 
country. Consequently by age 8 in South Vietnam, I was getting 
up at 5 a.m. daily, and instead of going to school, I walked barefoot 
to work selling newspapers, usually without a morning meal. My 
compensation was about 25 cents per day, a king’s ransom to a child 
trapped in unfortunate circumstances of a country’s civil war. Go-
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ing to school and learning how to read and write seemed an impos-
sible dream. No one cared what I said because I was a girl. I prayed 
then to go to America and practice the freedom of willpower. In 
Vietnam, if I were still living there, I would never have had an 
option to go to school or the prospect of obtaining an education. 
Thank God and this great land called America that I was offered 
this chance of a lifetime. 

As a result of my childhood in war-torn Vietnam, I cherish the 
opportunity available in America to educate myself and achieve 
my higher aspirations. I spend a great deal of time trying to figure 
things out in my life, usually accompanied by a feeling of anxiety. 
I seek security even as I continuously tell myself that somehow, 
someway I will be hurt. I have become attached to the belief that 
I must look but never find what I am seeking, and if I find some-
thing, to know that it will never change the outcome. A part of me 
resists change, even change that promises to make my life better.  
Frequently, I overcome a sense of weariness and exhaustion, and I 
never feel really secure in myself. I hold on to the hurt feelings from 
the past and worry about the unknown future. I find it difficult, 
indeed, to trust anyone else because sometimes I do not even trust 
myself.

To me, being fully alive means being one hundred percent in the 
present but looking beyond the world of reality to one totally filled 
with love and the spirit of giving and having no fear of inflexibility. 
Most of us have had at least one moment when we experienced 
ourselves being fully alive. Sometimes the problem is bringing 
those brief moments into the greatest challenges of our life, choos-
ing to live one second at a time, and choosing love rather than 
destruction.

There are many ways of looking at life, and rather than living it 
through our beliefs, we experience it in our own culture.  I have 
had the opportunity to learn that there was no fear; instead I stayed 
logical during the experience, but I was stuffing my feelings deep 
inside. My grandmother had a very close relationship with God all 
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of her life. She always believed that true identity is a spiritual path 
to an external life. Although she was not Catholic, she not only 
prayed to God daily, but also had a very close relationship with 
blessed Mary. When grandma was 98 years old, she began to dis-
cuss the kind of funeral she wanted. She told me which clothes she 
wanted to wear. She also wanted her hair and makeup to be fixed in 
certain way. Grandma Phuoc had a wonderful sense of humor that 
continued just as sharp as ever through the last moment of her life.  
She was an outstanding example of a person who was not afraid 
of fear when the culture around her often dismissed women right 
from the beginning.  She has always been a wonderful person of 
inspiration and support for others. Grandma died in her own way, 
hardly being able to wait to see the Lord and blessed Mother.

Prior to grandpa’s death, my grandmother never worked outside 
of her home. When my grandfather passed away, my grandmother 
was only twenty-five years old and had five children. He left her one 
month of his salary. It was equivalent to about $25.00 US dollars. 
With her hard work and determination, she was able to raise her 
five children on her own. As time passed, and grandma was getting 
older, she never stopped believing that a second chance for her was 
possible and that her children could have a better life. She knew 
that she needed to make some changes because she also knew that 
she would not be able to go without work for long.  What else could 
she do besides cooking? That was what she knew best. She and her 
family continued to live off of the money grandma made by sell-
ing food to the city workers until some of her children were able to 
work. A friend gave grandma an opportunity to move from Hue to 
Saigon, which was not easy. My grandma told me, she had taken 
that change without knowing where she and her five children were 
going to live once they did get to Saigon. Since grandpa was gone, 
inside her heart she believed a new place was needed for a new be-
ginning. She wanted to go and hoped that her children would have 
a brighter future on the other side.

Often people ask if I could share what I had learned from my 
grandma about dying. In response, I said that what I learned from 
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her was how to live. My grandmother taught me that I have a lot of 
challenges to overcome. She taught me to work hard, to let go of my 
control, and to let God help me make my decisions. She taught me 
the importance of prayer for others and the peace that comes when 
I trust in faith and give life to the creator. I feel like I am a lucky one 
because my grandmother took me in when I was only four months 
old after my mother left me. She had direct guidance from my 
childhood throughout my adult life. She had given me her uncondi-
tional love. She taught me well how to live my life with determina-
tion, hard work, and belief. 

It has been such a difficult but important goal for me to learn how 
to read and write. So, I made a decision to go back to school.  Since 
I grew up in South Vietnam, I did not have the opportunity to go 
and learn how to read and write there. Although everyone said I 
would never amount of anything in life, I made learning and school 
a priority. I knew that in order to achieve my goals, I had to put in 
many late nights and early mornings to study. To improve my read-
ing, I read my children’s books, newspapers, and magazines. Finally, 
to practice my writing, I wrote about my daily life in my journal.

My determination was to go back to school. It was not easy for 
someone like me to learn how to read and write English because my 
native language is Vietnamese. I never gave up the hope and always 
believed in myself: one day, I will able to read and write. A turn-
ing point in my life occurred in December of 2007 when I enrolled 
in a local GED program. At that time, the most important goal for 
me was to obtain my GED. Coming from a culture where women 
and education were not valued, I began gaining the self-esteem and 
much needed confidence by going to classes. I soon realized that 
I could transform myself through education. I rose at 3:30 every 
morning to study. Each lesson took extra time, and I spent a lot of 
time with the dictionary searching for definitions of English words 
that filled the text books. In addition to having to overcome the cul-
ture change of being in America, no matter how much I struggled 
with English, I was determined to get my GED.  
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Christmas 2007 was approaching, and I saw Christmas presents ev-
erywhere, including under the family tree at home. Everyone asked 
me what I wanted for Christmas? I remember asking God “what is 
my present going to be?” I would never forget that moment just a 
few days before Christmas. I got a call From Mrs. Wanda that I had 
passed my social study class with a score of 490.  I was so happy, 
and I could not believe what a gift God had given to me.

In August of 2009, with much perseverance and hard work, I re-
ceived my diploma. As a small girl, struggling to survive in South 
Saigon during the Vietnam War, I never contemplated that I would 
someday live the American dream of a “better, richer, and hap-
pier life.” However, through determination, hard work, and some 
incredible change, I was able to immigrate to America, and fifteen 
years later, I became a U.S citizen. In February of 2007, my poise 
was further strengthened when I was named to represent West 
Central Technical College at the Exceptional Adult Georgian in 
Literacy Education (EAGLE) Leadership Institute in Atlanta. I 
was honored to be one of thirty seven students finalists competing 
from among 84,000 adult learners selected to receive the statewide 
recognition.

“Identically Dissimilar”
Rhonda Brown
Third Prize Prose Winner

“You have a narcissistic personality disorder and are also bipolar. 
I wouldn’t choose you as a friend.”  These words, so emphatically 
texted to me by my identical twin, had wrenched my heart down 
to the very tendons and ligaments that hold it together.   Those 
who say words don’t hurt, lie--words, like flaming arrows aimed at 
the soul, hurt more when coming from family than from friends 
or strangers.  Sadly, the relationship between my twin and me has 
always teetered precariously between love and hate. 

My twin was born first.  All of the anticipation and excitement of a 
“first” baby reached its climax with her birth. Then came me.  Un-
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belief… shock… my unpredicted birth.  The delivery room trans-
formed into a whirl of confusion and mayhem while the doctor, 
befuddled over this missed baby, had to be called back to the deliv-
ery room.  Mystified nurses worked feverishly to assist the doctor, 
and my dad left the hospital in such a state of denial that he did not 
come to see Mom or us until the following day. 

From day one, people called us “the Gissendanner twins,” never by 
our first names like most single birth children.   By the time we had 
reached school age, Mom made the decision to put us into separate 
classes with the hope that people would learn to tell us apart and 
treat us as individuals.  Inevitably, a mix-up occurred. 
 

One day after recess, our first grade teachers grabbed us by the 
hand to take us to the classroom-- only our teachers grabbed the 
wrong twin!   My twin and I protested loudly, but our teachers, 
certain that we wanted to play tricks on them, continued to drag us 
into the wrong rooms.   The school finally called my mom to come 
to the school and straighten out the situation.  When she got there, 
she reassured our teachers that we had told the truth: they had 
mixed us up.

As we got older, we still looked very much alike, but our personali-
ties started digressing dramatically.   Donna was restrained and 
reserved; I was talkative and boisterous. She loved “boy-sports”: 
baseball, football, and any other sport in which she could get dirty, 
whereas I enjoyed more “feminine” sports: dancing, archery, and 
cheerleading.  We both competed on a swim team during our high 
school years.  Donna competed in the power strokes of butterfly 
and the American crawl while I swam the less strenuous ones of 
breaststroke and backstroke.  Even in our academics, our differ-
ences emerged: Donna excelled in chemistry, algebra, and history 
while my strengths proclaimed themselves in literature, biology, 
and geometry.  

Our social and dating lives reflected our changed personalities 
through high school and rampaged into the college years.  Donna 
worked as a resident assistant in the dorms, maintained a “B” 
average, dated two boys, and graduated in a timely fashion with a 
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Bachelor’s degree in biology while I merely existed in the dorms, 
squeaked out a “C” average, dated more guys than I could count 
(including two engagements), and took six years to finish a four-
-year Bachelor’s degree in music education/vocal performance.  
Time, distance, marriage (or marriages in my case), children, 
careers, and life carried us far away from each other as the path to 
adulthood brought disdain, disgust, and eventually disenchantment 
with each other.

Now, as we embark on our “middle-age” years, I scrupulously pon-
der over the actions and reactions we both rendered and invoked 
and how they molded and sculpted us into our present personas.  
At times, I envy the normalcy and calmness of Donna’s life and 
liken it to an autumn train trip in the mountains: breathtaking 
scenery at every turn speckled with glorious colors and vivid sights, 
but on a predictable path to its destination.  My life unfolded more 
like a “Space Mountain” type experience: pinhead turns, corkscrew 
curves, and near-catastrophic drops in total darkness, never quite 
sure where, or if, I would reach a destination.  My rebellious and 
determined nature, along with my insatiable desire for adventure, 
carried me on side trips and paths my twin would never experience.

Would I choose not to be a twin?  I don’t know.  Throughout my 
life I have fought to prove that my twin and I were different from 
each other: we share the same face, but we did not share the same 
journey in life.  Most people assume that identical, and sometimes 
fraternal, twins share all the same characteristics, likes, dislikes, 
interests, and even career choices, but with persistence, insistence, 
and a little audacity sprinkled in, I proved that although we may 
look alike and share the same genes we are definitely two complete-
ly different personalities with our own distinctly different lives.  My 
twin is my best friend yet my worst enemy. We are mirror reflec-
tions of each other, but different refractions of how the paths we 
chose to take with our lives made us uniquely ourselves: identical, 
but distinctly dissimilar. 

Another text comes: “I apologize for what I said. Please forgive my 
anger.  Let’s be sisters again.”  And so the cycle begins again in this 
love-hate relationship that we know as twins. 
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“Perspectives Through a Middle-Aged Lens”
Karen Kirchler

The Benefits of Aging

Age can be a touchy subject for some people.  I have found that, 
generally speaking, there’s usually a correlation between people’s 
increasing chronological years and their general crankiness about 
their age or other age-related issues.

I am no exception.  At some point it dawned on me that I am now 
middle-aged.  At first that notion did not sit well with me, but when 
I considered the idea that unless I wanted to end up at some point 
resembling the Crypt Keeper, then being middle-aged is a reason-
able prospect.  We might talk about wanting to live forever, but that 
idea is really only appealing if it doesn’t include the need for 
Depends, puréed food, and 18 hours of sleep per day.  

But living without aging just isn’t part of the deal, though plastic 
surgeons might try to convince us otherwise.  And while aging has 
its drawbacks, I have begun to appreciate many of the benefits that 
come with being a little older and, on most days, a little wiser.

For instance, I have considerably more assets than I did when I was 
twenty years younger.  Yes, I have considerably more, um, rear end, 
as well, but I’m focusing on the benefits here.  My car insurance 
rates are lower.  I have much more buying power than I ever did be-
fore and I have a much more refined capacity to recognize hoo-haw 
(a nice euphemism for B.S.).  

I also have the remarkable opportunity to reflect on past experi-
ences and observations of others’ past experiences and use them 
to guide my decisions. This is often translated into something like, 
“You can only be sorry…” which is my cautionary response to 
myself when I catch myself about to engage in some questionable 
behavior (like eating a Little Debbie Swiss Cake Roll) or when I’m 
avoiding doing something that I should really go ahead and 
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complete, like getting the oil changed in my car.  While I thought, 
for years, that oil changes were over-rated, I have learned through 
hard won (and expensive) experience that they are, in fact, worth 
the money!

So this aging business is a trade-off: older but wiser; more aches 
and pains, but more money and know-how to accommodate them.  
For example, ever since I was a kid, I had always wanted to go to 
Alaska.  I wanted to hike the glaciers, go rafting and whale watch-
ing, and see Denali, but when I was twenty something and working 
in human services, I didn’t have the moola to get my hind end from 
Florida to the big AK.  

Fast forward a number of years, and I had the moola, along with 
a back that likes to take vacations of its own now and then (which 
tends to leave me prostrate and contemplating painting the ceilings 
in my home) and a foot with a nasty bone spur that leaves me limp-
ing when I spend too much time on it. 

But those things didn’t stop me from going to Alaska and rafting 
and whale watching and even doing some hiking.  Money would 
have definitely stopped me, though.  Those issues did, however, 
have an impact on my ability to make the hike all the way up to Exit 
Glacier.  I was a little bummed that my gimpy foot wouldn’t hold 
out, but I realized that I didn’t have to miss out on the incredible 
views of the glacier.  Instead, I simply whipped out my wallet and 
paid for the helicopter tour.  

Age does have its benefits.

Happy Birthday, Old Lady!

I had a birthday recently.  Someone asked me if it bugged me to 
be having another birthday and commented that she preferred to 
ignore hers.  But that’s not me.  I am not one to ignore them and 
I don’t pretend they haven’t occurred.  I haven’t stopped counting 
either, though I might stop telling…my age, that is.  I like birthdays.  
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They certainly beat the alternative, right? 

But there are some things that I’m experiencing that are related to 
having had lots of birthdays that I suppose I could do without.  See, 
I think age is largely a state of mind and I’d like it better if the rest of 
the world wouldn’t mess with my state – of mind, that is.  
For instance, a few weeks ago, I went into a health food store to 
pick up some vitamins.  I had browsed for a few minutes, picked up 
what I needed and headed to the register.  I put my selections down 
on the counter and was greeted by an impossibly fit young man 
wearing a t-shirt that was no doubt meant for a ten year-old.  It was 
stretched across his triceps and biceps and all the other “ceps”.  

He smiled and made small talk as he rang up my purchase and I 
smiled back, because, well, there were all of those “ceps” and stuff.  
Anyway, as he bagged my vitamins, he stuck a few other items in 
the package and said, “I gave you some information you might find 
interesting and helpful.”

Gosh, he was sculpted to perfection AND helpful.  Maybe I could 
adopt him…

I thanked him and headed out to my car.  Later on, when I got 
home, I pulled out the vitamins and the other items he had in-
cluded.  There was a pamphlet and a CD.  I turned them over to see 
what, exactly, this sweet, young, man had given me.  The title across 
the CD read, “Managing Menopause.”

Suddenly, I was rethinking the whole adoption idea.  Actually, I was 
thinking a lot of not-so-nice things about Mr. Impossibly Fit with 
the tiny tee.  Most of the things I was thinking aren’t fit to print – 
but, even in retrospect, I think they were appropriate.

Now, there’s nothing wrong with menopause.  It’s a natural process.  
I will experience it…one day…years from now.  But menopause is 
certainly what could be called an “age-related change” – which is 
simply a nice euphemism for how things just don’t work the way 
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they used to – “things” being bodies and body parts.
We all experience age-related changes, and it’s not reasonable to 
think that the rest of the world doesn’t notice or pay attention to the 
fact that we are aging.  It’d be freaky if we didn’t or if we didn’t do it 
with some grace. (Joan Rivers, can you hear me?)

But I happen to be of the opinion that it is reasonable for perfectly 
sculpted young people to be polite enough to not call attention to 
other people’s age related changes.  I mean, Mr. Sixpack Abs might 
have had good intentions in wanting to give me info on managing 
my (future) menopause, but we all know about the road to hell, and 
frankly, that’s where I was thinking he could go as I looked over the 
little goodies he gave me.  

So no, I’m not sensitive about birthdays.  I like having them.  I like 
celebrating them. But I might be just a little sensitive about my 
age.  So, you there – the smug ones with time still on your side, the 
ones with perfect vision that allows you to read very tiny print in 
the dark, the ones who don’t yet realize the value of moisturizing 
daily, the ones who fail to understand the benefits of fiber – you can 
keep your pamphlets, your suggestions for handling my age-related 
changes, and your good intentions to yourselves.  

But feel free to wish me a “Happy Birthday!”
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“An Introduction: No Man is an Island”
William Joel Turner

“All mankind is of one author, and is one volume; when one man 
dies, one chapter is not torn out of the book, but translated into a 
better language; and every chapter must be so translated...” We are 
the author, but not just any kind of author – a progressive, evolving 
author. We must translate those before us, adapt, evolve, and put 
our pen to the paper so that the next chapter may be written. 
 
Though the words of John Donne have been quoted and utilized as 
human narratives innumerable times (you may be one of those pla-
giarists just like me), I still find new epiphanic value to his words; 
especially in an ever-changing environment. Is it not our role to be 
translators who elucidate our father’s words and enlighten our chil-
dren’s path? It is fairly implicit by our behavior the rhetorical nature 
of Donne’s plea: We need each other. 
 
When I begin my first lectures with a new class I always define 
the class as a “dialogue” or “conversation” about the subject. Why? 
Because I believe in the importance of human communication and 
connection. We have lived in an era of human existence that has 
been dominated by an individualistic ideology, vis-a-vie, the collec-
tivistic nature of our immigrant ancestors. It has been propagated, 
albeit incongruently, that we are well enough on our own; that the 
idea of dependence on another is disparaging to the novelty of 
our superior species. Despite our innate need for one another (an 
instinctual modus), we ought not to succumb to such weakening 
drives and “evolve” into isolation. I am not proposing that being an 
independent person is a negative or weak attribution – far from it. 
Our collective strength is only as strong as our weakest member, 
thus an individual’s efficacy relies—in some part—on their own 
fruition. However, through our noble attempts we easily miss the 
inherent connection between our internal dispositions and the 
external (dis)connection. 
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Our world has become increasingly “smaller” (figuratively speak-
ing) through the influx of technology, and thus we have tacitly 
accepted this acclimation as beneficent and progressive. We have 
revolutionary means by which to communicate and connect with 
one another, yet we are further apart (on a human level) than ever 
before. 
 
There are few kings, but many pawns in this game. Many demur 
the importance and relevance of the pawns, however without the 
pawns the kings would cease as would the game. The pawns find 
strength in numbers; in connection; through strategy. We can learn 
from their vigilance and humility. François-André Danican Phili-
dor said, “The pawn is the soul of chess,” just as we (not I) are the 
soul of existence. If we want to truly live (pro)active, epiphanic, 
meaningful lives then we ought to reconvene the dialogue with 
one another. Just like pawns we can work together; to translate and 
DEscribe, NOT TRANScribe previous chapters. We must adapt, 
assimilate, and avow together, not acquiesce like so many before. 
Let us utilize the tools of technology for good and learn how to be 
human…again. 
 
And just as Donne wrote, “No man is an island, entire of itself...any 
man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind; and 
therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.” 
(John Donne, Meditation XVII)
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“The Ghost on Coppermine Road”
Charlotte Marie Gibson
Second Prize Prose Winner

To some, Halloween is not only for the candy and costumes; all year 
long, others look forward to ghosts, goblins, and the thrill of being 
scared. Haunted houses draw lots of people each year, with people 
paying for someone to jump out and scare. 
 
Early in the morning of October 31, my sister and I were awake in 
bed talking about our costumes when my mom came in to wake 
us up for school.  Leaping out of bed, we helped each other to get 
into our yellow satin gowns and fix our hair on top of our heads 
like Cinderella. Dressed in record time, we waited for my cousin 
Stephen to come over and wait for the bus with us. When the bus 
rounded the corner and stopped, two princesses and a mummy 
climbed on board, looking forward to the day that lay ahead.

When we arrived at school, we were greeted by our principal, 
dressed as Pippi Longstocking. Many students were dressed in 
costumes: clowns, ghosts, goblins, and even a set of twins dressed 
as ketchup and mustard bottles. I spent the day admiring friends’ 
costumes, eating cupcakes, even trading candy from the occasional 
goody bag until I had gotten rid of the Tootsie rolls and Whoppers 
and replaced them with Snickers and Now-n-Laters. 

After school that afternoon, time seemed to sit still for the next few 
hours as we waited for the fun to start. My mom had promised we 
were in for an exciting night full of trick-or-treating and for an ex-
perience we would never forget. My sister Danielle and I looked at 
one another, confused, because we lived on a large farm out in the 
boonies; our only neighbors were the cows and chickens. 

When Mom said it was time to trick or treat, we grabbed our 
pillow cases1 from the bed and went outside where we waited for 
our cousins Stephen and Rachel.  Stephen and I were always in 

1Pillow cases were used instead of  store bought trick-or-treat bags.
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a race to be first, and this Halloween was no different. My sister 
Danielle and cousin Rachel were both younger, so Stephen and I 
were not worried about their beating us. 

Here was the plan: we lived in a mobile home so the shape was a 
rectangle containing two windows and two doors, one of each on 
each side of the rectangle. We were told to run to the front door, 
where my mom was stationed with a big bowl of candy, to the first 
window, where my aunt was giving out goodies. The third stop was 
the back door, where my dad was sitting; and the last was the back 
window, where my uncle gave us candy. We ran around and around 
the mobile home until all the candy had been given out to us. We 
felt like we had run around the mobile home a hundred times, but 
it probably was only about ten. Tired and ready to relax, we sat in 
the living room and laughed while we munched on our goodies, 
spreading out our candy as we looked for our favorite treats. 

My mom said the next event was a trip to visit Dr. Frankenstein’s 
lab. We were all taken to a back bedroom where we waited with 
excitement until our turn came to visit the lab. One by one we were 
blindfolded and led away, never to return.  When my turn came, 
my heart started pounding in my chest; I could hear my heart 
thumping in my ears as the blindfold took my sight away.  My mom 
took my hand and led me towards the lab; with every step, my ex-
citement grew, as did my fear.  My mom said I was about to feel the 
monster lying on the table as she placed my hand on an object.  I 
shuddered. It was the leg of a monster on the laboratory table.  The 
huge boot I felt told me the monster was very large. I moved my 
hand over the monster’s leg, chest and stopped on its cold, clammy 
arm. Mom said that since the operation was going to begin shortly, 
we had to move on to the next part.

My hand was placed in a bowl, where I was told the monster’s brain 
was. The brain was large, warm and covered with slimy bumps that 
seemed to come off when I ran my hands over the brain, making 
me shiver. Next my hand was placed in a bowl with lots of small 
hard slimy balls with veins and something stringy and gooey 
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hanging off them. The small objects were so cold that they burned 
my hand. The longer they were in my hand, the squishier they 
became and the harder to hold on to.  When mom told me I was 
holding eyeballs, I yanked my hand out of the bowl. 

We moved on to what my mom said were the monster’s intestines, 
so sticky that  I could not get them to come off my hand; the more I 
tried, the more the monster’s intestines stuck to my hand and made 
a sucking sound like when your feet get stuck in the mud. My mom 
then placed my hand upside down over the bowl and placed some-
thing large and heavy in my hand. As I squeezed the cold clammy 
object that had slime oozing over it, Mom said it was the heart that 
the doctor was going to put into the monster. I quickly dropped the 
heart as my stomach rolled. My mom then took my arm and led me 
away and said I needed to wash my hands “in case the monster was 
contagious.” 

 When all four of us kids were back together, we couldn’t stop talk-
ing about how creepy and gross the monster’s organs were. While 
we ate candy, my mom and aunt were sitting at the dining room 
table talking. We overheard my mom telling my aunt about a story 
that had been on the news about a serial killer who had lived a hun-
dred years ago on the same road we lived on now. His name was 
Ugene Randolph Headless. My mom told us to put our candy away, 
that she wanted to show us something and needed to talk with all of 
us about what she had heard on the news.

As we walked into the pitch black night, my mom started telling us 
a story while we walked down our long dirt driveway and began 
to walk down Coppermine road. The October night was warm, 
with the only light coming from the full moon that hung in the 
black starless sky. My mom told of how Mr. U.R. Headless was an 
awful man who was hateful to everyone he came across. The news 
report had spoken of how over twenty children had disappeared in 
a month’s time, with the first to disappear being the twin girls who 
lived in a farmhouse a few miles up the road. Day after day children 
had come up missing. The police did not have any suspects, and 
there did not seem to be a pattern with age, wealth, or race. But of 
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all the children missing, there had been no bodies found. 
I shivered the more my mom told us, the more I wanted to go back 
home, but too afraid of walking home alone, I kept walking along-
side my mom, who told about child after child who had never come 
home. There was no safe place for children anymore; they had been 
abducted at school, the store, and even from their own front yards. 
By this time we had gotten closer to the old, abandoned farmhouse 
that seemed scarier in the dark. 

Mom told us of how the police had finally searched the home of 
U.R. Headless and found the bones of hundreds of children. Years 
later, since the death of U.R. Headless, every Halloween there had 
been sightings of his ghost, who still grabs children and tosses them 
down his well. As my mom told us of the ghost, a very tall shadowy 
figure without a head emerged from the doorway of the old aban-
doned farmhouse. The figure seemed to be reaching straight for 
me! Before my brain registered what was happening, my feet bolted 
in the opposite direction!

 My lungs burned from gasping for air as I ran, and I had a sharp 
pain in my right side where my muscles were cramping from the 
distance I had run. I stood breathless in the drive-way; my hands 
on my knees, as my cousin Stephen came running towards me. We 
both just stood there staring out into the blackness, thinking U.R. 
Headless had gotten the others.

A few minutes later we faintly heard something in the distance. We 
could barely make out dark figures coming closer and closer, slowly 
walking… and laughing! It was all of them--my mom, dad, sister, 
aunt, uncle, and cousin. They were all cackling about the look on 
my and Stephen’s face when my dad had stepped out of the door-
way with his shirt buttoned and pulled up to look as if  he had no 
head. My mom burst out laughing again, saying “Marie took off like 
she’d seen a ghost”! 

When we were back at home in the living room munching on 
candy, Mom told us about how she had been inspired by the 
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abandoned house to write the story of U.R. Headless and how my 
dad loved the idea of pretending to be the ghost.  We were told my 
dad had also been the monster lying on the picnic table. My mom 
had placed ice bags on his arm so his arm would be cold. The brain 
was a cauliflower that had been boiled until soft and placed in a 
bowl to chill. The intestines were boiled spaghetti noodles and left 
in a little bit of warm slimy water. For the eyeballs my mom had 
made soft-set Jell-O and placed peeled white grapes in it, leaving 
the skin attached at the bottoms and let the peeled grapes set up in 
the wiggly goo. The heart had been a large piece of beef liver; just 
the thought of touching liver made me cringe more than touching a 
real heart; the handling of the “heart” had been the reason we’d had 
to wash our hands. 
 
Even today, I am not sure if Halloween was the best memory I have 
because of the fun of running around collecting candy, or because 
Dr. Frankenstein’s lab, or because of the scare of my life that night. 
Remembering that night, I laugh at how easy it was for my mom 
and dad to trick us on the scariest night of the year. Halloween is 
meant for trick or treats, and that night, my mom was able to give 
us both.  
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Contributors’ Notes

Nicki Abbott (Registered Nursing) - Her painting “Hyacinths” was 
created using acrylic paints.

Alleyson N. Alleyne (Cosmetology) – Her essay “Why I Chose the 
Field of Cosmetology” was inspired by her mom and has motivated 
her to help people who are no longer able to help themselves. 

Jeremy Bishop (Instructor – Arts & Sciences) - For his photograph 
“Christmas Canon at Williamsburg,” timing and a very high shutter 
speed were crucial. 

Brianna Bragg (Registered Nursing) - Her digital photograph “The 
Tree” contrasts the different leaves and colors of nature. She was 
inspired to take the picture while staring up into a tree.

Rhonda Brown (Registered Nursing) – The poem “Ignorance is not 
Bliss” was created several years ago when a young lady confided in 
her about being pregnant at a young age. The essay “Identically 
Dissimilar” is based on a love/hate relationship with her identical 
twin. She painted “Forgotten Home” from a memory of her 
childhood of old abandoned houses that were on her grandmother’s 
property.

Courtney Leigh Caldwell (LaGrange Campus) - Her photograph 
“If Plants Could Talk” was shot from a flower arrangement sitting 
on the kitchen table. 

David Campbell (Networking Specialist) - His piece “Three 
Buddies” was captured in charcoal. He felt that you can see the 
personalities of the animals in this family.

Gail Campbell (Coordinator - Enrollment Center) - Her 
photograph “Sinkhole” was captured while hiking at Banning Mills. 
The sound of the racing water drew her to this discovery. 
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Judy Crews (Maintenance – Douglas) - While temporarily 
immobilized with a physical disability, painting “Breakfast at Day 
Break” helped her cope with the aloneness and pain. 

Pat Daigle (Registered Nursing) - “Lotus Flower,” a digital 
photograph, was inspired by the simple beauty of a flower on a 
summer day.

Mary Edmondson (Director – Adult Education) – Her poem 
“Incredible Standards” was written after learning that often what 
one wishes for is not really as important as one thinks.

Lynn Finney (Healthcare Sciences) – Her poem “Battered” is an 
example of how writing poetry allows the author to release 
whatever is on her heart or mind.

Karen Freeman (Program Chair – Early Childhood Education) - 
Her photograph “Southern Snow” was inspired by the contrast of 
the snow against the early budding tree.

Charlotte Marie Gibson (Technical Communications) - In the essay 
“The Ghost on Coppermine Road,” she shares with us a story from 
her childhood. 

Christina Henggeler (Assistant – Student Affairs) – The essay 
“Hand-shakers” explores the nature of human interaction. 

Yumei Huang (LaGrange Campus) - Her work “Nest” was inspired 
by the Beijing Olympic “Nest” building. Her work was sculpted 
from clay.

Kevin L. Jones (Electronics Technology) - His piece “After the Rain” 
was a digital photograph demonstrating the ability of nature to 
return to normalcy after a bad rain storm.

Ronald Jones (Technical Communication) - “I’m All Alone, but I’m 
Still Standing” was created using photography. 
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Ruby Jones (Nursing) – Her poem is titled “Reality,” and it deals 
with the raw emotions of betrayal and pain.

Karen Kirchler (Director – Adult Education) – Her essay, 
“Perspectives Through a Middle-Aged Lens” demonstrates her 
ability to find the humor in everyday life, sometimes exaggerating 
or embellishing it so she can laugh at herself.

Paige Lamprise (Technical Communications) - Her pencil drawing 
of “My Nephew and I” reminds her of how sweet her nephew was 
when he was only four months old.

Denise Landon (Dental Hygiene) – Her poem “Typewriters” was 
inspired by her sister’s constant recording of her feelings through 
poetry written on a typewriter.

Mallory Lee (Marketing) – “The Odd One” is a piece of poetry that 
was written from the heart. 

Joshua D. Maris (Technical Communication) - His photograph 
“Pillar of Cater” was created when he found this massive caterpillar 
on the leaves of his tomato plants. 

Dianne McConnell (Program Assistant – Adult Education) – The 
poem “You’re the One” was written as a Christmas gift to empower 
her young sons and to encourage them to set their own path.

Kathleen Patterson (Computer Networking) – The poem 
“Immortal” was created as a minor biography with a deeper 
meaning that applies to all people who hold a fact true to 
themselves.

Phyllis P. Powell (Technical Communications) – As demonstrated 
in “I’m Older than Pantyhose,” she likes to make people laugh and 
admires Erma Bombeck’s writings. 
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Debbie Price (Medical Administrative Assistant) - “Editing a 
Paper” is the photograph shown on the cover of this year’s VOICES 
magazine. She enjoys taking pictures of “odd things” and found this 
photograph to be one of her many “happy accidents.” 

Holly Quinn (Registered Nursing) - She created the watercolor 
painting “Watermark” for a nautical themed room. She also cre-
ated “Darling Drops of Dawn” using a form of digital photography 
called “bokeh.” “Bokeh” is the aesthetic quality of the blur in the 
out-of-focus area of an image, allowing the central focus to stand 
out in clarity.

John W. Ridley (Program Chair – Clinical Lab/Phlebotomy) – His 
essay “Miracle on South John Street” was a personal experience and 
is the reason he tries to “engender hope and courage in others.”

Don Rhine (Manager – Continuing Education IMEC) - His digital 
photograph “Happy” was enhanced using Photoshop.

Whitney Robinson (Admissions Counselor – Carroll) - Her digital 
photograph “Golden Eye” demonstrates the power transmitted by 
the golden glow of the eagle’s eye.

Katie Ross (Admissions Counselor – Student Affairs) – Her poem 
“Silverfish” was inspired by images from childhood. For the author, 
noticing the small things in life can be enriching.

Brittanie Sewell is (Registered Nursing) - Her charcoal piece
“Darkness” was drawn by looking at a picture to draw half the face, 
and then completed without the picture for reference.

Allison Sims (Accounting) - Her photograph “Eye of the Beholder” 
is an example of the inspiration that she finds in all of God’s 
creations. 
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Casey Smith (Dental Hygiene) – “Two Week Notice” was created 
after a motivating event encouraged her to express her feelings. The 
work was put in the form of Edgar Allen Poe’s “The Raven.”

Robert Stinson, Jr. (Technical Communications) – His poem 
“Mystic Dragons” was written at the request of a friend. It allowed 
him to expand his poetry beyond writing about love and romance.

William Joel Turner (Associate Instructor – Arts & Sciences) - The 
essay “An Introduction: No Man is an Island” was inspired by “just 
living in a modern technology-driven society and watching 
fundamental boundaries of human behavior slowly get lost.”

Amy Walker (Early Childhood Education) – “The Woman in the 
Other Stall” was creating to break racial barriers. The author found 
it to be an opportunity to express herself about different 
backgrounds of people.

Madelyn Warrenfells (HR Director – Murphy) – Her poem 
“Foxglove” was written as a way to say goodbye to her 
grandmother, who was her namesake.

Linh N. Wight (Early Childhood Education). In the essay “My 
Prayers,” she explores faith, hope, love, and humor. This piece was 
written in the memory and honor of her grandmother. 

Tracy Wilson (Instructor – ADN) – “Loves Cavern” reflects the 
isolation of grief. The author believes that “loss is always a major 
part of the human condition.”

Ben Wood (Registered Nursing) - He wrote the essay “Love and 
Football” about one of his greatest passions … football. 

Mary Wood (Health Information Technology) – Her poem “Sleep” 
was inspired by a very challenging quarter, when she wished she 
had the time for more sleep.
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Information for VOICES 2012

Submissions for the 2012 issue of VOICES Magazine will be collected during the 
summer quarter and fall semester of 2011 (July 6 -December 9).  All submis-
sions must be in electronic format and accompanied by a signed submission 
form (scanned copies are acceptable).  Submissions can be delivered in person 
or emailed to any editor or to the designated VOICES representative on each 
campus.

VOICES is published annually by West Georgia Technical College.  The 
magazine seeks to showcase the best examples of the creativity that is alive and 
well at WGTC.  We generally publish only 35-45% of the submissions we receive 
in a given year.  Submissions are welcomed from the following:

•	 Current students of WGTC 
•	 Recent graduates of WGTC (class of 2009 to present) 
•	 Current staff and faculty members of WGTC 
•	 Retired staff and faculty members of WGTC 
•	 Members of WGTC’s various boards and advisory committees 

Submissions must be the creative work solely of the submitter; we will not accept 
submissions made on behalf of anyone who does not fall into one of the afore-
mentioned categories.  Only current students are eligible for the cash prizes. 

Submission does not guarantee publication; due to space limitations we cannot 
publish every submission.  We try to select works that offer a diverse view of the 
WGTC community; we are interested in showcasing the artistic and creative tal-
ent of WGTC through various media.  Acceptance or rejection does not neces-
sarily reflect the quality of the submission; rather, we accept or reject work based 
upon the needs of the magazine and the editorial standards set for that edition.  
We hope to constantly improve the quality of the magazine each year; thus, stan-
dards of quality tend to go up each year.  To get a clearer idea of what the editors 
look for, please see the three “What Is ...” essays available on our website: 
www.westgatech.edu/voices.

Prose: Maximum 3 submissions per author, maximum of 3000 words each.  This 
category includes fiction, short stories, essays, reports, analytical projects, 
proposals, articles, and letters.

Poetry: Maximum 5 submissions per author, no word limit.  Please keep the 
magazine’s 5.5” x 8.5” published size in mind.

Art: Maximum 4 submissions per artist, no size limits.  This category includes 
film photography, digital photography, CAD work, medical illustrations, sculp-
ture, painting, drawing, metalwork, and other forms of visual art.  Photographs 
of original non-photographic works may be submitted for consideration in lieu 
of the actual works (a publication quality photograph must be obtainable).

Complete details available online: www.westgatech.edu/voices
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